911 (Alex City, US280 Coosa Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 911 (Alex City) are shown below:

Figure 1: Maximum values of GVW for the location 911 (Alex City) – 2006

Figure 2: Maximum values of GVW for the location 911 (Alex City) – 2007

Figure 3: Maximum values of GVW for the location 911 (Alex City) – 2008
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Figure 4: Maximum values of GVW for the location 911(Alex City) – 2013

Figure 5: Maximum values of GVW for the location 911(Alex City) – 2014

Figure 6: Maximum daily GVW for the location 911(Alex City) – 2006-2014
Figure 7: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 911(Alex City) – 2006-2014

Figure 8: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 911(Alex City) – 2006-2014
915 (Sunflower, US43 Washington Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 915(Sunflower) are shown below:

Figure 9: Maximum values of GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2006

Figure 10: Maximum values of GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2007

Figure 11: Maximum values of GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2008
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Figure 12: Maximum values of GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2010

Figure 13: Maximum values of GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2011

Figure 14: Maximum values of GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2012
Figure 15: Maximum values of GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2013

Figure 16: Maximum values of GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2014

Figure 17: Maximum daily GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2006-2014
Figure 18: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2006-2014

Figure 19: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2006-2014
918 (Bucksville, I20 Tuscaloosa Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 918(Bucksville) are shown below:

Figure 20: Maximum values of GVW for the location 918(Bucksville) – 2006

Figure 21: Maximum values of GVW for the location 918(Bucksville) – 2007

Figure 22: Maximum values of GVW for the location 918(Bucksville) – 2008
Figure 23: Maximum daily GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2006-2014

Figure 24: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2006-2014

Figure 25: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 915(Sunflower) – 2006-2014
931 (Athens, I65 Limestone Co.):

The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 931(Athens) are shown below:

Figure 26: Maximum values of GVW for the location 931(Athens) – 2006

Figure 27: Maximum values of GVW for the location 931(Athens) – 2007

Figure 28: Maximum values of GVW for the location 931(Athens) – 2008
Figure 29: Maximum values of GVW for the location 931(Athens) – 2009

Figure 30: Maximum values of GVW for the location 931(Athens) – 2010

Figure 31: Maximum values of GVW for the location 931(Athens) – 2011
Figure 32: Maximum values of GVW for the location 931(Athens) – 2014

Figure 33: Maximum daily GVW for the location 931(Athens) – 2006-2014

Figure 34: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 931(Athens) – 2006-2014
Figure 35: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 931 (Athens) – 2006-2014
933(Muscle Shoals, AL157 US72 Colbert Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 933(Muscle Shoals) are shown below:

Figure 36: Maximum values of GVW for the location 933(Muscle Shoals) – 2006

Figure 37: Maximum values of GVW for the location 933(Muscle Shoals) – 2007

Figure 38: Maximum values of GVW for the location 933(Muscle Shoals) – 2008
Figure 39: Maximum values of GVW for the location 933(Muscle Shoals) – 2009

Figure 40: Maximum values of GVW for the location 933(Muscle Shoals) – 2010

Figure 41: Maximum values of GVW for the location 933(Muscle Shoals) – 2011
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Figure 42: Maximum values of GVW for the location 933(Muscle Shoals)– 2013

Figure 43: Maximum values of GVW for the location 933(Muscle Shoals)– 2014

Figure 44: Maximum daily GVW for the location 933(Muscle Shoals) – 2006-2014
Figure 45: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 933 (Muscle Shoals) – 2006-2014

Figure 46: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 933 (Muscle Shoals) – 2006-2014
934(Sumiton, US78 Walker Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 934(Sumiton) are shown below:

Figure 47: Maximum values of GVW for the location 934(Sumiton) – 2006

Figure 48: Maximum values of GVW for the location 934(Sumiton) – 2007

Figure 49: Maximum values of GVW for the location 934(Sumiton) – 2008
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Figure 50: Maximum values of GVW for the location 934(Sumiton) – 2013

Figure 51: Maximum values of GVW for the location 934(Sumiton) – 2014

Figure 52: Maximum daily GVW for the location 934(Sumiton) – 2006-2014
Figure 53: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 934(Sumiton) – 2006-2014

Figure 54: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 934(Sumiton) – 2006-2014
942(Pine Level, US231 Montgomery Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 942(Pine Level) are shown below:

Figure 55: Maximum values of GVW for the location 942(Pine Level) – 2006

Figure 56: Maximum values of GVW for the location 942(Pine Level) – 2007

Figure 57: Maximum values of GVW for the location 942(Pine Level) – 2008
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Figure 58: Maximum values of GVW for the location 942(Pine Level) – 2013

Figure 59: Maximum values of GVW for the location 942(Pine Level) – 2014

Figure 60: Maximum daily GVW for the location 942(Pine Level) – 2006-2014
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Figure 61: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 942(Pine Level) – 2006-2014

Figure 62: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 942(Pine Level) – 2006-2014
960(Whatley, US84 Clark Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 960(Whatley) are shown below:

Figure 63: Maximum values of GVW for the location 960(Whatley) – 2006

Figure 64: Maximum values of GVW for the location 960(Whatley) – 2007

Figure 65: Maximum values of GVW for the location 960(Whatley) – 2008
Figure 66: Maximum values of GVW for the location 960(Whatley) – 2013

Figure 67: Maximum values of GVW for the location 960(Whatley) – 2014

Figure 68: Maximum daily GVW for the location 960(Whatley) – 2006-2014
Figure 69: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 960(Whatley) – 2006-2014

Figure 70: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 960(Whatley) – 2006-2014
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961(Mobile, I65 Mobile Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 961(Mobile) are shown below:

Figure 71: Maximum values of GVW for the location 961(Mobile) – 2006

Figure 72: Maximum values of GVW for the location 961(Mobile) – 2007

Figure 73: Maximum values of GVW for the location 961(Mobile) – 2008
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Figure 74: Maximum values of GVW for the location 961(Mobile) – 2013

Figure 75: Maximum values of GVW for the location 961(Mobile) – 2014

Figure 76: Maximum daily GVW for the location 961(Mobile) – 2006-2014
Figure 77: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 961(Mobile) – 2006-2014

Figure 78: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 961(Mobile) – 2006-2014
963 (Grand Bay, I10 Mobile Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 963 (Grand Bay) are shown below:

Figure 79: Maximum values of GVW for the location 963 (Grand Bay) – 2006

Figure 80: Maximum values of GVW for the location 963 (Grand Bay) – 2007

Figure 81: Maximum values of GVW for the location 963 (Grand Bay) – 2008
Figure 82: Maximum values of GVW for the location 963(Grand Bay) – 2013

Figure 83: Maximum values of GVW for the location 963(Grand Bay) – 2014

Figure 84: Maximum daily GVW for the location 963(Grand Bay) – 2006-2014
Figure 85: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 963 (Grand Bay) – 2006-2014

Figure 86: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 963 (Grand Bay) – 2006-2014
964(Ozark, US231 Dothan Co.):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 964(Ozark) are shown below:

Figure 87: Maximum values of GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2006

Figure 88: Maximum values of GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2007

Figure 89: Maximum values of GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2008
Figure 90: Maximum values of GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2009

Figure 91: Maximum values of GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2010

Figure 92: Maximum values of GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2011
Figure 93: Maximum values of GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2013

Figure 94: Maximum values of GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2014

Figure 95: Maximum daily GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2006-2014
Figure 96: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2006-2014

Figure 97: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 964(Ozark) – 2006-2014
965(Shorter, I85):
The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 965(Shorter) are shown below:

Figure 98: Maximum values of GVW for the location 965(Shorter) – 2006

Figure 99: Maximum values of GVW for the location 965(Shorter) – 2007

Figure 100: Maximum values of GVW for the location 965(Shorter) – 2008
Figure 101: Maximum values of GVW for the location 965(Shorter) – 2013

Figure 102: Maximum values of GVW for the location 965(Shorter) – 2014

Figure 103: Maximum daily GVW for the location 965(Shorter) – 2006-2014
Figure 104: Maximum weekly GVW for the location 965(Shorter)– 2006-2014

Figure 105: Maximum monthly GVW for the location 965(Shorter)– 2006-2014
US231

The maximum GVW for day/week/month for location 965(Shorter) are shown below:

Figure 106: Maximum values of GVW for the location US231 – 2012

Figure 107: Maximum values of GVW for the location US231 – 2013

Figure 108: Maximum values of GVW for the location US231 – 2014
Figure 109: Maximum daily GVW for the location US-231 – 2012-2014

Figure 110: Maximum weekly GVW for the location US-231 – 2012-2014

Figure 111: Maximum monthly GVW for the location US-231 – 2012-2014